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Abstract
Many-body systems with nonzero strangeness are investigated within the rela-
tivistic mean field approach. Present discussion covers thespin-orbit splitting
in Λ hypernuclei, the analysis ofΣ−-atom data by using aΣ-nucleus optical
potential, and dynamical calculations ofK̄-(hyper)nuclei.

1 Introduction

This contribution reviews our study of hyperon-nucleus andK−-nucleus interactions within the relativis-
tic mean field (RMF) theory. This approach has been extremelysuccessful in nuclear structure as well as
nuclear dynamics calculations [1]. Attempts for its extrapolation to more general many-body hadronic
systems with strangeness are thus justified.

Hypernuclei, as bound objects of different types of baryons, represent a sound generalization
of traditional nuclear matter to a many-body baryonic system. Their study provides a direct test of
various models for the baryon-baryon and baryon-nucleus interactions. There is a fair amount of data
onΛ hypernuclei, including production, structure and decay (current status of strange particle physics is
reviewed in Ref. [2]). Much less is known about strangenessS = −2 (Ξ or ΛΛ) systems or even about
kaonic nuclei. Unfortunately, the missing information is crucial for extrapolating to strange matter, which
is of much interest in astrophysics [3] and in the physics of heavy ion collisions [4].

RMF calculations [5] taking into account the Lorentz-tensor coupling of theω meson to theΛ
hyperon have proved that a consistent description of both nuclear and hypernuclear systems can be
achieved. This is regarded a great success of the Dirac approach. Once the RMF model accounted for
the hypernuclear data it was rather straightforward to extend considerations to more “strange” objects –
multiply strange baryonic systems [6–8].

Calculations ofΣ− atoms not only revealed that the RMF model is capable of high quality fits to
the data but also demonstrated that the data are sufficient toconstrain the couplings of mesons to aΣ
hyperon [9]. This has important consequences for the spectroscopy ofΣ hypernuclei.

TheK̄-nucleus interaction near threshold is strongly attractive and absorptive as derived from the
strong interaction shifts and widths in kaonic-atom levels[10]. The calculations existing to date for the
K̄-nucleus interaction give essentially two different predictions. Global density dependent fits toK−-
atom data [11] lead to optical potentials150 − 200 MeV deep, whereas coupled-channel calculations
based on chirally inspired models of thēKN interaction [12] yield relatively shallow potentials with
depth≈ 50 − 60 MeV. The depth of theK̄-nucleus potential is closely related to the existence ofK̄-
nuclear states and their anticipated widths. This issue hasreceived considerable attention recently (for
an overview ofK̄N andK̄-nucleus dynamics, see Ref. [13]).

We explored dynamical aspects of thēK - nucleus interaction, with the main objective to place
lower limits on the widths of possibly deeply bound̄K-nuclear states [14]. Moreover, we studied whether
the binding energy per̄K meson in multi-̄K systems increases sufficiently upon adding a large num-
ber of K̄ mesons, so that̄K mesons provide the physical degrees of freedom for self-bound strange
hadronic systems [15]. Kaon condensation in nuclear matterwould occur beyond some threshold value
of strangeness, if the binding energy perK̄ meson exceeds the combinationmK +µN −mΛ ≥ 320 MeV,
whereµN is the nucleon chemical potential.

There are more applications of the RMF approach to the physics of baryonic systems with strange
particles which could not be discussed here due to limited space. Hypernuclear magnetic moments and
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currents [16], decays of hypernuclei [17] should be mentioned among others.

In the next section, we introduce the underlying RMF model. Application to hypernuclei and to
multiply strange baryonic systems is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we make use of theΣ−-atom
data to extract information about theΣ-nucleus interaction and discuss implications forΣ hypernuclei.
We apply the RMF model to the description ofK− (hyper)nuclei in Section 5. Conclusions are drawn in
Section 6.

2 RMF formalism

We employed the relativistic mean field approach where the strong interactions among point-like hadrons
are mediated byeffectivemesonic degrees of freedom. In the following calculations we started from the
Lagrangian density:

L = B̄ [iγµDµ − (MB − gσBσ − gσ∗Bσ∗)] B

+ (DµK)† (D µK) − (m2
K − gσKmKσ − gσ∗KmKσ∗)K†K

+ (σ, σ∗, ωµ, ~ρµ, φµ, Aµ free-field terms) − U(σ) − V (ω) + LT ,

(1)

which includes, besides the common isoscalar scalar (σ), isoscalar vector (ω), isovector vector (ρ), elec-
tromagnetic (A) fields and nonlinear selfcouplingsU(σ) andV (ω), alsohidden strangenessisoscalarσ∗

andφ fields which couple exclusively to strangeness degrees of freedom. Vector fields are coupled to
baryonsB (nucleons, hyperons) andK mesons via the covariant derivative:

Dµ = ∂µ + i gωΦ ωµ + i gρΦ
~I · ~ρµ + i gφΦ φµ + i e (I3 + 1

2YH)Aµ , (2)

whereΦ = B,K, with ~I denoting the isospin operator,I3 being its z component, andYH standing for
hypercharge. Finally, the Lagrangian densityLT (1) describes theω-Y anomalous coupling,

LT =
fωY

2MY

Ψ̄Y σµν∂νVµΨY . (3)

This term is essential in order to get a negligible spin-orbit splitting for the larger values of theΛ cou-
plings required by constituent quark model [5]. It is to be noted that similar tensor coupling term for
nucleons is omitted since the coupling constantfωN is small.

The system of coupled field equations for baryons (N, Λ, Σ, Ξ), antikaons and meson fields
(σ, σ∗, ω, ρ, φ, A), which results fromL (1) using standard techniques and approximations [1], is
solved fully selfconsistently using an iterative procedure [5, 14]. This appeared crucial for the proper
evaluation of the dynamical effects in the studied many-body hadronic systems.

K̄ absorption modes were incorporated by adding an imaginary optical-model potential ImVopt,
with a strength determined byK− atom fits and with energy dependence following decay phase-space.
Suppression factors multiplying ImVopt were introduced to account for the reduction of the phase space
available forK̄ absorption from deeply bound states. Two absorption channels, K̄N → πY (Y = Σ, Λ)
andK̄NN → Y N , were considered [14].

To parametrize the nucleonic part of the Lagrangian density(1) we considered the standard RMF
parameter sets NL-SH [18] and NL-TM1(2) [19] which have beensuccessfully used in numerous calcu-
lations of various nuclear systems.

In the case of hyperons the coupling constants to the vector fields were fixed using SU(6) symme-
try. ForΛ hyperon this leads to

gωΛ =
2

3
gωN , gρΛ = 0, gφΛ =

−
√

2

3
gωN . (4)
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The coupling to the scalarσ field was then estimated by fitting to measuredΛ-hypernuclear binding
energies [20]. Finally, the uniquely identified hypernucleus 6

ΛΛHe served to fix the coupling to theσ∗

field by fitting to the observed∆BΛΛ ≈ 1 MeV [21]. ForΞ hyperons, SU(6) symmetry gives:

gωΞ =
1

3
gωN , gρΞ = −gρN , gφΞ = −2

√
2

3
gωN . (5)

Since there are no experimental data forΞ(Λ)-Ξ interactions, we setgφΞ = gσ∗Ξ = 0 to avoid parameters
that might lead to unphysical consequences and which, in addition, are expected to play a minor role. The
coupling of theΞ hyperon to the scalarσ field was constrained to yield an optical potential ReVΞ− =
−14 MeV in the center of12C [22]. The issue ofΣ hyperon couplings is discussed in proper places in
Sections 3 and 4.

For the antikaon couplings to the vector meson fields we adopted a purely F-type, vector SU(3)
symmetry:

2gωK = 2gρK =
√

2gφK = gρπ = 6.04, (6)

wheregρπ is due to theρ → 2π decay width [23]. TheK− coupling constants to theσ field, gσK , was
varied in order to scan over a wide range ofK− binding energies. Furthermore, for use in multistrange
configurations, the coupling constant to theσ∗ field was taken fromf0(980) → KK̄ decay to begσ∗K =
2.65 [24]. The effect of theσ∗ field was found generally to be minor. For a more comprehensive
discussion of the choice of coupling constants, see Ref. [15].

We considered many-body systems consisting of the SU(3) octet N,Λ,Σ, andΞ baryons that
can be made particle-stable against strong interactions [8]. The energy release valuesQ for various
conversion reactions of the typeB1B2 → B3B4 together with phenomenological guidance on hyperon–
nucleus interactions suggest that only the conversionsΞ−p → ΛΛ andΞ0n → ΛΛ (for which Q ≃
20 MeV) can be overcome by binding effects. It becomes possiblethen to form particle-stable multi-
{N,Λ,Ξ} configurations for which the conversionΞN → ΛΛ is Pauli blocked owing to theΛ orbitals
being filled up to the Fermi level. For composite configurations withΣ hyperons the energy release in
theΣN → ΛN conversion is too high (Q & 75 MeV) and, hence, it is unlikely for hypernuclear systems
with Σ hyperons to be particle-stable.

3 Hypernuclei

3.1 Hypernuclear shell model

The RMF model introduced in Section 2 yields reasonable description of known hypernuclear charac-
teristics – hyperon binding in nuclear matter, spin-orbit interaction, single particle spectra [5]. Here, we
discuss the role of the tensor coupling (Eq.(9)) in evaluating the hypernuclear spin-orbit interaction. In
Fig. 1, 17

Y
O serves as an example of a quite different contribution of thetensor coupling termLT to the

spin-orbit splitting in a case of the three kinds of hyperons(Y = Λ, Σ0, Ξ0). It is to be stressed that
for sake of comparison we adopted here the well depth of theΣ-nucleus andΞ-nucleus potential of the
same size as that forΛ, UΣ ≈ UΞ ≈ UΛ.

The results of Fig. 1 become apparent from the Schrödinger equivalent spin orbit potential:

V Y
ls

~l · ~s =
1

2M2
eff

[
1

r

(
gωY V ′

0 − gσY φ′ + 2fωY

Meff

MY
V ′

0

)]
~l · ~s ,

Meff = MY − 1

2
(gωY V0 − gσY φ) .

For fωY = 0 the spin-orbit splitting for hyperons is reduced when compared to the nuclear case
due to a larger massMeff in the denominator and due to smaller couplings toσ andω mesons. The quark
model values offωY for Λ, Σ andΞ hyperons differ in their strengths and signs. Consequently, the tensor
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Fig. 1: Hyperon single-particle levels in17Y O as a function ofαTY = fωY

gωY
, for OBE model values (middle columns)

and quark model values (right columns). See Ref. [5] for details.

coupling contribution is comparable in magnitude with the original σ − ω part and is negative (positive)
for Λ (Σ). It is negative and even larger thanσ − ω term forΞ. The resulting spin-orbit interaction thus
nearly vanishes forΛ, it is almost doubled forΣ, and changes sign forΞ.

3.2 Multiply strange baryonic systems

The RMF model predicts a possibility of forming bound systems with an appreciable number of hyper-
ons [6–8]. The dependence of the binding energies per particle, density distributions and rms radii of such
systems on a number of hyperonsnY , results from a delicate interplay between the effect of Pauli block-
ing (a hyperon is distinguishable fromN ), the weakerY N interaction compared to theNN one, and
the conversionΛΛ −→ ΞN , which becomes energetically favorable due to the Pauli blocking of Λ’s in
some multi-Λ configurations [8]. The RMF calculations yield baryonic (N , Λ, Ξ) systems with densities
ρ ≈ (2− 3)ρ0, |S|/A ≈ 1 and|Z|/A ≪ 1. These baryonic objects are bound byEB/A ≈ 10− 20 MeV.
Since it is much less than the (Λ − N ) mass difference (≈ 177 MeV), these objects will decay by weak
interaction with lifetimes≈ 10−10 s. An excellent review on the (N , Λ, Ξ) systems can be found in
Ref. [8].

4 Σ
− atoms

Phenomenological analyses of level shifts and widths inΣ− atoms by Batty et al. [25] suggested that
the real part of theΣ-nucleus potential ReV Σ

opt is attractive only at the nuclear surface, changing into
a repulsive potential as density increases in the interior (for more details see Ref. [11]). The shallow
attractive pocket of such potential does not provide sufficient binding to formΣ hypernuclei.

The RMF approach was applied directly to determining theΣ nucleus optical potential by fitting
to Σ− atom data in Ref. [9]. In this work, a real part of theΣ-nucleus potential was constructed out
of the scalar (σ) and vector (ω, ρ) meson mean fields. A purely phenomenological imaginary part of
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Fig. 2: ReV Σ
opt (solid line) and ImV Σ

opt (dashed line) as a function of r for theΣ− optical potential in Pb.

the form ImV Σ
opt = tρp(r) was chosen in order to account for the conversionΣ−p → Λn. While the

proton densityρp(r) was calculated within the RMF model, the parametert was fitted to the atomic data.
The other free parameters of the model were the scalar meson coupling ratioασ and isovector meson
coupling ratioαρ (αi = giΣ/giN ) . The values of the coupling ratioαω were adopted from constituent
quark model (αω = 2/3) and QCD sum rules evaluations [26] ((αω = 1).

The RMF approach is capable of very good quality fits to theΣ−- atom data. It yields ReV Σ
opt with

a volume repulsion in the nuclear interior and a shallow attractive pocket at the surface in agreement with
the density dependent phenomenological analyses [25]. Forillustration, we show in Fig. 2 one of the
Σ-nucleus potentials compatible with the data.

According to our calculations, the chances of establishinga meaningfulΣ-hypernuclear spec-
troscopy are vanishingly small. Indeed, up to now, noΣ-hypernuclear bound state has been clearly
established [27], except aJπ = 0+, I = 1/2 4

ΣHe bound state [28], which is a too light system to be
calculated within the RMF approach.

5 K
− (hyper)nuclei

The main objective of our recent calculations ofK−-nuclear bound states was to establish correlations
between various observables such as theK− binding energy, width and macroscopic nuclear properties.
By varying theK− coupling constantsgσK we covered a wide range of binding energies and evaluated
corresponding widths ofK− nuclear states.

Dynamically calculated widthsΓK− as function of the binding energyBK− are shown in Fig. 3 for
1s states in 12

K−
C, 16

K−
O, 40

K−
Ca and 208

K−
Pb. The dashed line shows thestaticnuclear-matter calculation

for ρ0 = 0.16 fm−3, using the same kinematical phase-space suppression function. It is clearly seen that
the dependence of the width of theK− nuclear state on its binding energy follows closely the shape of
the dotted line for the static nuclear-matter limit. This dependence is mainly due to the binding-energy
dependence of the suppression factor which falls off rapidly until BK− ∼ 100 MeV, where the dominant
absorption modēKN → πΣ gets switched off. In the rangeBK− ∼ 100 − 200 MeV the width is
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Fig. 3: Dynamically calculated widths of the 1sK−-nuclear state in12
K−

C, 16
K−

O, 40
K−

Ca, and208
K−

Pb as a function
of theK− binding energy. The dashed line indicates a static nuclear matter calculation.

dominated by the two-nucleon absorption mode. Here, the calculated widths for12C, 16O and40Ca
assume valuesΓK− = 45 ± 5 MeV, about a factor of two higher than what the static nuclear-matter
calculation gives. This is due to the dynamical nature of thecalculation whereby the nuclear density is
enhanced.

Furthermore, in order to study effects of the nuclear polarization, we calculated rms radii, nuclear
density distributions, and also single particle energies.Substantial polarization was found in light nu-
clei for deeply boundK− nuclear states, with central nuclear densities about twicehigher than for the
corresponding nuclei withoutK− [14].

In Ref. [15] we studied multi-K− nuclei, observing that the calculatedK− separation ener-
gies as well as the nuclear densities saturate upon increasing the number ofK− mesons embedded
in the nuclear medium. This saturation phenomenon, which isqualitatively independent of the applied
RMF model, emerged for any boson-field composition containing the dominant vectorω-meson field
which acts repulsively betweenK− mesons. Since the calculatedK− separation energies did not ex-
ceed 200 MeV, for coupling-constant combinations designedto bind a singleK− meson in the range
BK− ∼ 100 − 150 MeV, it was argued that kaon condensation is unlikely to occur in strong-interaction
self-bound hadronic matter. Here we demonstrate that theseconclusions hold also when adding, within
particle-stable multistrange configurations, large numbers of hyperons to nuclei across the periodic ta-
ble. Figure 4 shows the calculated1s K− separation energyBK− in 40Ca + 20Λ + 2Ξ0 + κK−,
90Zr+40Λ+2Ξ0 +2Ξ− +κK− and208Pb+106Λ+8Ξ0 +18Ξ− +κK− as a function of the number
κ of K− mesons.
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Fig. 4: The 1sK− separation energyBK̄ in 16O, 40Ca, and90Zr with ηΛ + µΞ + κK− as a function of the
numberκ of antikaons, forBK− = 100 MeV for κ = 1, η = 0.

6 Conclusions

This contribution aimed to demonstrate that the relativistic mean field approach provides a natural de-
scription of hyperon-nucleus and kaon-nucleus interactions:

With reasonable (quark model inspired) values of the meson-hyperon couplings it is possible to
reproduce the hypernuclear data.

Extrapolation of the RMF theory from ordinary hypernuclei to multi-strange systems predicts
rather weakly bound stable objects composed ofN , Λ, and Ξ baryons, of arbitrarily large A, high
strangeness content and small charge.

TheΣ−-atom data are sufficient to significantly constrain the possible hyperon-nucleus couplings.
The analysis yields potentials with a repulsive real part inthe nuclear interior. Consequently, the chances
of forming bound nuclear states ofΣ (except perhaps the lightest systems) are very limited.

A lower limit ΓK− = 45 ± 5 MeV was placed on the width expected for deeply boundK−

nuclear states in the rangeBK− ∼ 100 − 200 MeV. The widths are mostly determined by phase-space
suppression on top of the increase provided by the compressed nuclear density.

Multi-K−–(hyper)nuclear calculations indicate that the binding energy perK− meson saturates
upon increasing the number ofK− mesons embedded in the nuclear medium. It is thus unlikely that
kaon condensation occurs in strange hadronic matter.
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